Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation and the Principle of Least Effort: Language users optimise a miniature lexicon for efficient communication
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Abstract

The linguist George Kingsley Zipf made a now classic observation about the relationship between a word’s length and its frequency; the more frequent a word is, the shorter it tends to be. He claimed that this “Law of Abbreviation” is a universal structural property of language. The Law of Abbreviation has since been documented in a wide range of human languages, and extended to animal communication systems and even computer programming languages. Zipf hypothesised that this universal design feature arises as a result of individuals optimising form-meaning mappings under competing pressures to communicate accurately but also efficiently—his famous Principle of Least Effort. In this study, we use a miniature artificial language learning paradigm to provide direct experimental evidence for this explanatory hypothesis. We show that language users optimise form-meaning mappings only when pressures for accuracy and efficiency both operate during a communicative task, supporting Zipf’s conjecture that the Principle of Least Effort can explain this universal feature of word length distributions.
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1. Introduction

In 1935, the linguist George Kingsley Zipf pointed out what he claimed to be a universal property of human language: that “the magnitude of words tends...to stand in an inverse...relationship to the number of occurrences” (Zipf, 1935; pp. 1). In other words, the more frequent a word is, the shorter it tends to be. This “Law of Abbreviation” has now been verified in a wide range of human languages, including: Chinese, Croatian, Czech, Dutch, English, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Slovenian, Slovak, Spanish, Sundanese, and Swedish (Teahan et al., 2000; Sigurd et al., 2004; Strauss et al., 2007; Piantadosi et al., 2011; Ferrer-i-Cancho & Hernández-Fernández, 2013). For example, one can clearly see this relationship for English words in Figure 1. Interestingly, there is even evidence for its broader application in animal communication systems (in the vocalisations of common marmosets and formosan macaques, and in the surface behavioural patterns of dolphins; Ferrer-i Cancho et al., 2013) and in computer programming (e.g., use of the alias function in Unix to abbreviate frequent commands; Ellis & Hitchcock, 1986).

Zipf hypothesised that this universal pattern arises as a result of a tradeoff between two competing pressures: a pressure for accurate (successful) communication and a pressure for efficiency or less effort. The idea is that together, these pressures would shape how forms are mapped to meanings, because languages have a finite inventory of discrete sounds that can be recombined to form words. This results in a lexicon with a limited number of words of a given length. Importantly, the shorter the length, the fewer distinct possible words

---

1The assumption that information is packaged into repeating words of variable length, and not fixed-length blocks—as in, e.g., block codes such as Hamming codes (Hamming, 1950)—is also necessary to make this prediction. Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pointing this out.
Figure 1: The 1000 most frequent words in English. Each point represents an individual word (some points are labeled). The red line marks the mean frequency for the words of each length (here, orthographic length is used, but the same overall pattern would be seen if phonetic length were used instead.) The more frequent a word is, the shorter it tends to be. According to Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation, this is a universal pattern of human languages. Frequency counts used here are from the 450 million word COCA corpus (Davies, 2008).
there will be of that length, and the greater the potential confusability—shorter forms have less space for signal redundancy and thus are more likely to be confused in noisy signal transmission. Therefore, while a pressure for efficiency should favour these short words since they require less effort to produce (all things being equal), this is in direct conflict with the pressure for accurate communication. The latter should instead favour unique form-meaning mappings which minimise potential ambiguity—from this perspective, longer words have the clear advantage. How, then, can a language use the available short forms optimally, while still keeping ambiguity in check? The solution is to assign the shortest words to the most frequent meanings, leaving longer words for less frequent meanings, as in variable-length, e.g. Huffman, coding (Huffman, 1952). Zipf called this hypothesised tendency to produce short utterances wherever possible the “Principle of Least Effort”.

The Principle of Least Effort offers a functional explanation for the Law of Abbreviation, if we imagine it playing out through incremental changes over time. If language users track frequency differences between meanings (consciously or otherwise), then processes of change may differentially affect words whose frequencies differ. For example, if a word is more frequently used, then it may be more likely to be targeted for reduction or shortening (e.g., ‘information’ becomes ‘info’). Form-meaning mappings would then gradually shift toward more optimal alignment of frequency with length (Zipf, 1935).

While this is an attractive explanatory account, several researchers have raised the possibility that the inverse relationship between word length and word frequency could emerge instead from simple constraints on randomly generated systems. For example, a lexicon generated through a random typing process, in which ‘words’ are produced by pressing keys (including the space bar) at random, has properties that are consistent with the Law of Abbreviation (Moscoso del Prado, 2013; Ferrer-i-Cancho & Moscoso del Prado, 2012). While we know that languages are not actually generated at random in this way, it nevertheless remains a possibility that the Law of Abbreviation could result from some yet-unidentified statistical process, unrelated to optimisation.
behaviour on the part of language users.

Several studies provide indirect evidence connecting competing pressures for accurate and efficient communication to properties of linguistic systems introduced by language users. For example, previous research has shown that learners restructure case marking systems such that case markers are preferentially used when grammatical roles are ambiguous and omitted when other disambiguating information is present (Fedzechkina et al., 2012). This is consistent with the idea that effort (here, producing case markers) is reduced in a way which preserves communicative function. Language learners have also been shown to capitalise on differences in the length of novel labels to make pragmatic inferences about the communicative intentions of speakers (Degen et al., 2013). A computational model of iterated learning (Kirby, 2001) shows that short, non-compositional morphological forms are more likely to evolve for frequent meanings, while longer, compositional ‘regular’ forms are more likely to persist for infrequent meanings, due to a tradeoff between the pressure for learnability and the pressure for producing shorter, more replicable forms.

A direct link between frequency and utterance-length shortening in actual language users has been shown in studies such as Krauss & Weinheimer (1964) and Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs (1986). In these studies, participants played a dyadic communication game, where ‘directors’ used English to describe objects for their partners (‘matchers’) to identify from a set. The objects being communicated about were abstract geometrical shapes lacking canonical English names. The director would typically begin by using a long, elaborate phrase to help the matcher identify the correct object. However, on repeat occurrences of the object, the director would take advantage of a growing base of shared knowledge, established through communication, to gradually shorten the descriptive phrase and thereby reduce the effort expended. For example, an object described as “upsidedown martini glass in a wire stand” on its first occurrence ultimately became shortened to just “martini” after several repeat occurrences. The more times an object reoccurred, the shorter its average length by the end of the experiment. These results depended on the director receiving positive, real-time
feedback from the matcher during the signalling game (Krauss & Weinheimer, 1966; Hupet & Chantraine, 1992), suggesting that it is a communicative context which triggers the drive to reduce effort. Thus, this result suggests one mechanism by which the Law of Abbreviation could arise: if the form associated with a meaning becomes shorter the more times it occurs in conversation, and these mappings are retained and spread across speakers, then in the lexicon overall, more frequent meanings will end up with shorter forms than less frequent meanings.

However, as we mentioned above, there is competition for the short forms in a lexicon. For example ‘info’ refers to ‘information’, and not ‘informality’, ‘information’, or ‘infoeration’. Why is this? In the Krauss & Weinheimer (1964) and Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs (1986) studies, participants were communicating about a small set of meanings using a large space of possible utterances. All labels could thus be shortened in this task without resulting in ambiguity. However, when several meanings are in direct competition for a single short label—a problem that arises at the level of an entire lexicon—the mechanism shown in these studies is not sufficient to account for why one meaning gets mapped to the short form and not the others.  

Thus, while these previous studies are consistent with the idea that something like the Principle of Least Effort operates during language use, they do not explicitly target the hypothesised role of competing communicative pressures—the pressure for reduced effort versus the pressure against ambiguous form-

---

2Interestingly, not all possible short forms in a language actually get used. This could be a consequence of noisy communication—using short forms sparingly would further minimise potential confusability. However, it has been found that frequent (and by proximity short) forms tend to be tightly clustered together in the phonological space, in seeming opposition to this end (Dautriche et al., 2017). This may be due to the influence of constraints on learning, memory, and production, which favour lexicons with high phonetic regularity. Thus, even though not all possible short forms are used, there will be particularly tough competition for those forms that fall within the more densely-populated regions of the phonological space.

Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for raising this topic.
meaning mappings—in modulating word length within the lexicon. In our study, we make use of a miniature artificial language learning paradigm to create a setting in which these two pressures are directly in conflict: a reduction in effort cannot be achieved without also increasing the ambiguity of form-meaning mappings. Crucially, our set-up allows us to isolate these different pressures in order to determine their individual contribution to the overall behaviour of a miniature artificial lexicon. Following Zipf, we hypothesise that only when these pressures are both present—and thus in direct conflict—will language users restructure their input to align shorter forms with more frequent meanings. In this way, our study aims to provide a concrete link between optimisation behaviour at the level of the individual and the global pattern Zipf first observed.

2. Miniature Artificial Language Learning Experiments

We use a miniature artificial language learning paradigm, which has previously been used to shed light on the cognitive mechanisms and environmental pressures that shape language structure (e.g., Kirby et al., 2008; Fedzechkina et al., 2012; Culbertson et al., 2012). In this paradigm, participants learn a miniature artificial language, and then we observe how they reshape their input as they use the language, in this case to communicate with a partner (see also Winters et al., 2015; Kirby et al., 2015; Fehér et al., 2016).

2.1. Participants

124 participants (51 females, 64 males; a further 9 chose not to report their gender) were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk. 106 of these reported themselves as native English speakers, of which 88 were monolingual. A broad range of other languages were represented across the remaining participants. Ages ranged from 18 to 73 (mean=33).

2.2. Materials

Participants were trained on two names for each of two plant-like alien objects, by repeatedly being shown pictures of the objects labeled with their names
on a computer screen (see also Reali & Griffiths, 2009; Vouloumanos, 2008). Crucially, one of the two objects appeared three times more frequently than the other—specifically, one object appeared 24 times and the other 8, for a total of 32 training trials.

Each object appeared half the time labeled with its long name, a 7-letter word, and half the time with its short name, a 3-letter word derived by clipping the last two syllables of the long name. The process of clipping, or word-truncation, is a common word-shortening device in many languages (e.g. info for information in both English and French; Antoine, 2000). In natural languages, shorter words are subject to greater confusability for a number of reasons. They have less space for signal redundancy and are therefore more likely to be misinterpreted or lost in noisy transmission. There are also more unique possible 7-letter strings than 3-letter strings, and thus word shortening can often result in outright ambiguity. Indeed, shorter words are more likely to be polysemous and homophonous (Piantadosi et al., 2012). To model these phenomena in our miniature lexicon, we designed the names such that the short name for both objects was identical (zop), while the long names were unique (zopekil and zop-udon). A schematic diagram of the object frequencies and labels is provided in Figure 2a.

Which object (the blue fruit or the red stalk) was more frequent, as well as which object was paired with each label, were both counterbalanced between participants, giving a total of 4 possible object-frequency-label pairings which a participant might be trained on. This ensured that potential factors such as sound symbolism, or higher saliency of one of the objects, could not systematically bias our results.

2.3. Procedure

Participants were assigned to one of four conditions, where we manipulated the presence of pressures to communicate accurately and quickly in a between-subjects 2x2 design. In all conditions, the experiment consisted of two phases: training and testing. The training phase was identical for all four conditions,
a) input frequencies

b) training trial format

c) testing trial format

Figure 2: a) A schematic diagram of the frequencies of the objects and labels presented during the training trials in all four experimental conditions. One object appeared three times more frequently than the other. Each object was labeled half the time with its unique long name, and half the time with its ambiguous short name, which was a clipped version of the long name. b) An example training trial. c) An example of a director trial in the Combined condition (top) and a matcher trial followed by feedback (bottom).
but the testing phase differed across conditions.

2.3.1. Training phase

On each training trial, an object was presented on screen alone for 700ms. The appropriate label then appeared beneath the object for a further 2000ms, yielding a total trial duration of 2700ms. A blank screen showed for 500ms between each trial. The 32 training trials were presented in a different randomised order for each participant.

2.3.2. Testing phase

After the training phase, testing procedures varied depending on the experimental condition. In the Combined condition, participants were under a pressure to communicate accurately and to communicate efficiently, as according to Zipf’s hypothesis, both of these competing pressures must be present for the Law of Abbreviation to emerge. The remaining three conditions removed one or both of these accuracy and time pressures. In all conditions, the testing trials contained the same frequency ratio over objects as the training trials: the frequent object appeared three times more frequently than the infrequent object.

Condition 1: Combined. In the testing phase of this condition (henceforth referred to as the Combined condition), participants were paired with a partner to play a communication game. This was done by putting participants in a virtual queue, managed by a central server script, after completing the training trials. Participants were paired sequentially as they finished training; once a participant entered the queue, the server would pair them with the next participant to finish training after them. To encourage participants to wait as long as possible in the queue without leaving the game, they were shown a humourous cat video while they waited. However, if participants had still not been paired with a partner after 5 minutes, they were removed from the queue and paid for their time. This method allowed us to successfully run a dyadic artificial language communication experiment online using a crowdsourcing platform. We
were therefore able to relatively quickly and easily collect data from a more culturally and linguistically diverse group of participants than is usually possible with traditional lab-based experiments that draw mainly from a university’s undergraduate population.

Once paired with a partner, participants began the communication game. On each trial, the ‘director’ was shown an object on the screen and told to transmit its name to the ‘matcher’. The director always had two options for which name to send: the long name for the object or the (ambiguous) short name. The director chose a name by clicking on it, and was then given instructions for how to actually transmit the name to the matcher. This was done by pressing and holding the mouse in a central transmission box in which each letter in the name appeared one by one, at 1200 ms intervals. Note that participants never had to type the names or necessarily remember their correct spelling; once they chose a name from the two options on the screen, the letters would appear sequentially in the transmission box as they held down the mouse. Only once all the letters had appeared in the box was the name transmitted to the matcher. If the mouse was released before all letters had been transmitted, the participant would have to start again from the first letter (but the total transmission time was only counted for the successful transmission). This belaboured method of transmission, in which the long name was significantly slower to transmit than the short name, introduced an element of effort into communication, modelling the difference in effort in spoken communication associated with producing long versus short utterances.

Once the matcher received the name from the director, the matcher was asked to choose which of the two objects they thought the director was referring to. Both players were then given feedback as to whether the matcher chose the correct object.

The players alternated roles after every trial, with the matcher becoming the director and the director becoming the matcher, until both completed 32 director trials and 32 matcher trials. The frequency with which each object appeared in each player’s director trials matched those of the training frequencies: 24
occurrences of the frequent object, and 8 of the infrequent object. The order of these 32 director trials was randomly shuffled for each participant. The member of the pair who entered the queue first was the first player to direct.

To model the pressures in spoken communication to be both efficient and accurate, pairs were told at the beginning of the game that they would be rewarded a bonus payment if they were the pair to complete the game in the quickest time with the highest number of correct match trials. Time was only counted during name transmission, and the time count was displayed next to the transmission box as the participant was transmitting a name, to underline the time pressure. Example screenshots of a director trial and matcher trial are shown in Figure 2c.

In order to tease apart the influence of the two pressures on the participants’ patterns of behaviour, we included three further experimental conditions, described below, for a full 2x2 manipulation of the pressures for accuracy and efficiency.

**Condition 2: Accuracy.** In this condition, participants were paired to play a communication game as described above, but in the director trials, there was no intermediate step between the director choosing a name to send and the matcher receiving the name; the names were sent instantaneously, thus removing any difference in effort between transmitting long or short names. Pairs were told that the goal of the game was to have their partner make as many correct guesses as possible. There was no bonus reward given for the most accurate pair, as the task was extremely easy and we predicted that most pairs would achieve maximum accuracy, which turned out to be the case.

**Condition 3: Time.** In this condition, communication was taken out of the game entirely; participants played a one-player game consisting of 64 director trials only. In each director trial, participants were told to choose a name to describe the object shown on the screen, but there was no subsequent communicative task. As in the previous conditions, the choice was always between the long name and the short name. Once chosen, the name had to be entered as in the
Combined condition, by pressing and holding the mouse in a transmission box, with each letter appearing at 1200 ms intervals. The next trial began only when all the letters had appeared in the box. Thus, the long name was significantly slower to produce than the short name. The transmission process was also timed with an on-screen timer as in the Combined condition, and participants were told at the beginning of the game that they would be rewarded a bonus payment if they were the player with the shortest overall transmission time.

**Condition 4: Neither.** The fourth and last condition contained neither a pressure for efficiency nor a pressure for accuracy. As in the Time condition, participants played a one-player game with no explicit communicative element, but additionally there was no time difference associated with transmission; once a label was chosen to describe an object, long or short, it was instantaneously recorded and the player was advanced to the next trial. We included this condition in order to provide a baseline for participants’ behaviour from which to assess the effects of the accuracy and time pressures in the other three conditions.

2.3.3. Payment

Participants were paid depending on the condition they were in, commensurate with the average time it took to complete that condition. Participants in the Combined condition, the longest to complete due to both the slow transmission process and having to wait for the partner’s response after each trial, were paid $2; participants in the Accuracy and Time conditions were paid $1, and participants in the Neither condition, the shortest to complete, were paid $0.50.

2.4. Predictions

Our predictions for the Neither condition were that participants would either probability-match—i.e. use the long and short forms for both objects with equal frequency, as in the training trials (see Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005)—or their
behaviour would reveal prior biases language users bring to the task, such as a preference against using ambiguous forms.

In the Accuracy condition, we predicted that participants would be more likely to use the long names for both objects compared to the baseline condition, given the potential loss of accuracy from using the ambiguous short name, and with no time considerations to favour the use of short but ambiguous labels. Given the task demands, this would therefore be the best strategy to use in this condition.

In contrast, in the Time condition, we predicted that participants would use the short name for both objects: with no communicative purpose attached to the transmissions, and an incentive to be as quick as possible, using the short name in every trial is the best strategy in this condition.

In the critical Combined condition, with both a time and an accuracy pressure, we predicted that participants would converge on the optimal strategy, in which the frequent object is consistently mapped to the ambiguous short name, and the infrequent object to its unique long name, in line with Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation. Using this strategy, transmission time is minimised as much as possible while still maintaining one-to-one form-meaning mappings, thereby also ensuring accurate communication.

3. Results

Figure 3 shows the proportion of trials on which the short (ambiguous) label was selected by the director, for high- and low-frequency objects. As predicted, in the Accuracy condition, most participants retained the unique long names for both objects, while in the Time condition, most participants mapped both objects to the ambiguous short name. Crucially, in the Combined condition, where participants were under pressure to communicate both accurately and efficiently, most pairs converged on the optimal strategy wherein the most frequent object was mapped to the ambiguous short name, and the infrequent object to its unique long name. This made the participants’ lexicon both ef-
icient and expressive, in line with Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation. Finally, the Neither condition revealed an underlying bias towards avoiding ambiguity.\(^3\)

A logistic regression model was fit in R (R Core Team, 2015) using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015), with short name use (as contrasted with long name use) as the binary dependent variable, object frequency, experimental condition, and their interaction as fixed effects, and by-participant random intercepts and random slopes for object frequency. This model yielded a significant positive interaction for the frequent object in the critical Combined condition. Thus, in this condition, participants were significantly more likely to assign the short name to the frequent object than in the baseline condition. Participants were significantly less likely to assign the short name to either object in the Accuracy condition, and significantly more likely to assign it to both objects in the Time condition, as reflected by the large negative coefficient for the former condition, and the large positive coefficient for the latter. Finally, the intercept is significantly negative, indicating that in the Neither condition, there is a baseline preference for avoiding the short form (see Table 1 for a full list of model coefficients).

In Figure 4 we plot participants’ ‘languages’ (the collection of form-meaning mappings produced in their director trials) according to their average token length and the mutual information between their forms \(f\) and meanings \(m\):

\[
\sum_f \sum_m p(f, m) \log \frac{p(f, m)}{p(f)p(m)}. \quad \text{\(4\)}
\]

The mutual information between the forms and meanings in a participant’s lexicon gives us a measure of how predictable the meanings are given the forms and vice versa, and thus tells us how expressive a language is, i.e. how much information is expressed by the forms in the lex-

\(^3\)The complete set of raw data from this experiment can be accessed using the following link: http://datashare.is.ed.ac.uk/handle/10283/[XXXX].

\(^4\)We computed the mutual information directly from the empirical distributions, rather than using a bias-corrected estimate; since our use of this measure is for purposes of comparison between participants, we are not concerned with the absolute values, which would be lowered by roughly the same factor across all participants using a bias-correction method such as the Miller-Madow method.
Figure 3: The proportion of trials in which the short name was used to label the frequent object versus the proportion of trials in which it was used to label the infrequent object. For the Combined (a) and Accuracy (b) condition, each data point combines a pair of communicating players, representing the sum of their director trial productions. For the Time (c) and Neither (d) condition, each data point corresponds to an individual player’s productions. The size of the circles is perceptually scaled (Tanimura et al., 2006) to reflect the number of data points coinciding at each value. Data from only the second half of testing trials is shown here, as participants were more likely to have converged on a stable mapping by this time. Data points in the top right quadrant indicate participants who are mostly using the short name for both objects; participants are clustered in this quadrant in the Time condition. Data points in the bottom left quadrant indicate those who are mostly using the unique long names for both objects; participants are clustered here in the Accuracy condition. Data points in the bottom right quadrant indicate participants who are mostly using the short name for the frequent object and the long name for the infrequent object. This behaviour, consistent with the Law of Abbreviation, only reliably arises in the Combined condition, where both pressures are present.
Figure 4: The average token length of an individual participant’s ‘language’ (the full set of all their director trial productions) plotted against the expressivity (the mutual information between the forms and meanings) of their language. The size of the circles is perceptually scaled (Tanimura et al., 2006) to reflect the number of data points coinciding at each value. The input language that participants are exposed to in training trials is marked with an asterisk, and the grey points represent possible output languages. (Possible output languages are constrained by the number of different expressivity values that are possible for a language with a given average token length. For example, there is only one possible configuration for both the shortest and longest average token lengths—all objects are either mapped to the short name or the long name, respectively—and thus only one possible expressivity value at the endpoints.) The optimal language—the language with the minimum avg. token length while achieving maximum expressivity—is marked with a target symbol.
Table 1: Summary of fixed effects for a binomial regression model with short name use as the binary dependent variable, and by-participant random effects for object frequency. Like Figure 3, this model is fit using only the second half of each participant’s training trial data, as participants were more likely to have converged on a stable linguistic mapping by then.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intercept (object=infrequent, condition=Neither)</td>
<td>-2.225</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object=frequent</td>
<td>1.392</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>condition=Accuracy</td>
<td>-5.149</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>condition=Time</td>
<td>6.031</td>
<td>1.207</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>condition=Combined</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>0.645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object=frequent &amp; condition=Accuracy</td>
<td>-0.722</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object=frequent &amp; condition=Time</td>
<td>-1.079</td>
<td>1.180</td>
<td>0.360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object=frequent &amp; condition=Combined</td>
<td>2.573</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average token length of director trial productions serves as a measure for the effort expended. According to the Principle of Least Effort, an optimal language would maximise expressivity while minimising effort. Only participants in the critical Combined condition produce languages which are optimal in this way. Participants in the Accuracy condition gravitate overwhelmingly towards the strategy that maximises expressivity and average token length, and participants in the Time condition maintain minimal average token length but sacrifice expressivity to do so; these were the optimal strategies to use in these respective conditions, given the different task demands.

In Figure 5, we take a closer look at the possible mechanisms behind participants’ trial-by-trial production choices in the Combined condition, by measuring the average length of each object’s label over successive repetitions. (Note that participants’ frequent and infrequent object production trials are randomly shuffled, and thus repetition number does not correspond with a specific spacing of trial numbers.) As discussed in §1, earlier studies by Krauss & Weinheimer
Figure 5: Timecourse of productions in the critical Combined condition. Each data point shows the average word length taken over all participants’ productions at a given repetition number of an object.

Table 2: Summary of fixed effects for a binomial regression model with short name use as the binary dependent variable, and by-participant random effects for object frequency and trial number. This model is fitted to the data from all participants’ production trials in the Combined condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>intercept (object=infrequent)</td>
<td>-7.115</td>
<td>2.067</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object=frequent</td>
<td>3.949</td>
<td>2.251</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trial number</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>object=frequent x trial number</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(1964) and Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs (1986) show that object descriptions tend to shorten with repetition, and that more frequent objects end up with shorter descriptions simply because they go through more repetitions. In these studies, because the meaning space was small compared to the large descriptive space available (i.e., English phrases with no length restriction), all descriptions could be shortened somewhat without producing ambiguous form-meaning mappings. In our study, we investigated the case where a pressure to use shorter forms comes into direct conflict with the pressure to avoid ambiguity: in this miniature lexicon, shortening yields the same, ambiguous label for the two objects in the meaning space.

If participants are simply more likely to use a shorter form for an object the more times they communicate about that object, then we would expect the average label length for both the frequent object and the infrequent object to decrease at a similar rate as the number of repetitions increases. However, as Figure 5 shows, this is not what we find. Only the average label length of the frequent object decreases with successive repetitions; the average label length of the infrequent object remains roughly constant over the course of the trials. A logistic regression model fit to just the data from the Combined condition, with short name use as the binary dependent variable, object frequency, trial number and their interaction as fixed effects, and by-participant random intercepts and slopes for object frequency and trial number, confirms this. The model results (Table 2) show an overall significant positive effect of trial number on short form use only when the object is frequent. Note that there is also a marginal difference between the two objects at repetition number 0. Thus, in the critical Combined condition, while most participants switch to using the short form for the more frequent object at some point during production trials, most also maintain the long form for the infrequent object throughout the trials—the threat of ambiguity appears to block shortening altogether for this object. This suggests that, in cases where the pressure to decrease effort and the pressure to avoid ambiguity come into direct conflict, language-users’ production choices result in systems which maximise expressivity while minimising effort, optimising across
the lexicon as a whole.

Interestingly, there were a small number of participants (for example in the Combined condition) who consistently mapped the short form to the *infrequent object*. While shortening the label for either object does satisfy the time pressure to some extent, why might this sub-optimal strategy be used? One possibility is that a participant’s strategy is not to optimise based on overall frequency distributions within the signalling game, but simply to shorten the first object they are presented with in production trials, which then blocks shortening of the other object. However, of the 10 participants who were presented with the infrequent object first, 30% converged on a ‘reversed’ or other non-optimal strategy as opposed to the optimal strategy. Of the remaining 30 participants who saw the frequent object first, 37% converged on a reversed or other non-optimal strategy. Thus, which object appeared in the first production trial (or even the first several trials, which we also checked) is not predictive of which strategy (optimal or otherwise) the participants converged on in the critical condition. We believe these occasional reversed lexicons are thus more likely due to an effect of the cost of switching an incipient convention during the task. For example, if a participant starts out producing labels probabilistically, following the language they were trained on, they will sometimes produce a short name for the infrequent object. If this results in successful communication, and is picked up by a communicative partner, then this pattern may become conventionalised. However, once such a pattern is established, the cost of switching to a different mapping becomes an obstacle. The pressure to maximise the number of correct guesses in the testing trials means the cost of switching labels would further penalise participants who attempted to abandon an incipient sub-optimal convention midway through the task.

4. Discussion

More than 80 years ago, Zipf hypothesised that the inverse relationship between word length and word frequency was a universal feature of human lan-
guage, resulting from language users optimising form-meaning mappings for efficient communication. Our study provides direct experimental evidence linking pressures that operate at the level of the individual during communication to the Law of Abbreviation, an emergent structural feature of languages. In particular, language users converge on an optimally-configured lexicon, preferentially using short but potentially ambiguous labels for frequent objects and long labels for infrequent objects. Importantly, this holds only when both a pressure to communicate accurately and a pressure to communicate efficiently are present.

When these pressures were isolated, the Law of Abbreviation did not emerge; an accuracy pressure alone led participants to use the longer non-ambiguous forms regardless of frequency, while a time pressure alone led them to use the short forms. Some participants mapped the short form to the more frequent object in the Neither condition, however the effect was much weaker. Thus, while biases towards accuracy and efficiency might be implicitly present in any linguistic task, emphasising these pressures significantly amplified the effect, as predicted. Even though this experiment involved a miniature lexicon consisting of three possible forms, our result is a proof of concept that such pressures can push a lexicon to align with the Law of Abbreviation. We expect the results to scale up to lexicons with more forms and meanings; with the groundwork in place we can now test this in future studies.

It is important to note, however, that there is a distinction between a language-user’s mental representation of the lexicon, and the form-meaning mappings they actually produce in communication. Participants using the short form for the frequent object and the long form for the infrequent object may still retain associations of both forms with both objects in their mental lexicon—however, the nature of the communicative task in this experiment may have caused them to produce only the short form for one object and the long form for the other based on purely pragmatic considerations (see, e.g., Franke, 2017). Given that our experiment only recorded participants’ actual productions, we cannot with certainty distinguish between these two possible explanations for
the observed behaviour. However, we did include an exit survey which asked participants to explain their strategies during the production stage. Some of the language used in the responses suggested that some participants *had* remapped their mental lexicons. E.g., “I waited until my partner sent Zop twice for the blue round object and then we had a mutual understanding that that’s what the Zop was” and “the small round object was Zop, and the orange tall figure was the longer word.” However, some other participants indicated that they interpreted the short form as either a prefix or convenient shortening—e.g., “one of the objects had to use the long name, as the short Zop was the same prefix for both” and “[I] used just Zop when transmitting Zopekil [as] the other needed more transmission time”—suggesting that they still retained the long form in their mental lexicon even if they stopped using it.5

Our interpretation of such cases is that, while this pragmatics-driven asymmetry in usage may or may not lead to an immediate shift in lexical representations, it may be an important first step in such a change. In English, many words exist that initially began as convenient shortenings of longer forms, which are now either no longer in use, or no longer associated with the same meaning as the short forms. Some examples are: *bus* (from *omnibus*); *wig* (from *periwig*); *pram* (from *perambulator*); *pub* (from *public house*); and *pants* (from *pantaloons*). In all these cases, the clipped form has undergone “opacification”, i.e. it is no longer widely recognised as a derivation of the full form, and exists autonomously in the lexicon as an unmarked, standard form (Jamet, 2009). Likewise, even if participants in our experiment are retaining the long form in their mental lexicon, the rapid decrease in its frequency of use over successive generations of learners would likely lead the long form to eventually drop out of the lexicon, with the short form becoming lexicalised as the standard form.

Indeed, studies in the iterated learning paradigm show that, in the lexicons produced by successive generations of participants, those in which two labels

---

5All the exit survey responses are available along with the full dataset at: http://datashare.is.ed.ac.uk/handle/10283/XXXX.
map to the same meaning are dispreferred (e.g., Reali & Griffiths, 2009; Smith & Wonnacott, 2010). In short, permanent lexical changes often begin life as pragmatics-driven asymmetries in usage (Bybee, 2010). Thus, even if the alignment with the Law of Abbreviation that we observe in participants’ usage is not yet accompanied by a corresponding shift in their mental lexicons, it is an important intermediary stage on the way to this outcome.

It is also worth noting that across conditions we found evidence for a baseline preference against ambiguity: when no pressures were present, participants tended towards retaining the unique long forms for both objects, and no participants used the ambiguous short names for both objects simultaneously. Indeed, in both conditions featuring a time pressure, a few participants nevertheless used the long names across the board. These results suggest that for some participants, the framing of the task as one of learning a language carries with it some expectation of communicative utility.

Returning to the issue of the explanation for the widespread application of the Law of Abbreviation, our results demonstrate that optimisation behaviour on the part of language-users can lead to the production of lexicons which align with this law. Our study expands on previous work that investigates the relationship between frequency and utterance length, by setting up a small lexicon in which the pressures for efficiency and expressivity in a communicative task come sharply head-to-head. We find that these conflicting pressures do indeed lead language-users to map shorter forms to more frequent meanings, as Zipf hypothesised. However, this result does not rule out that additional processes are involved in shaping this global linguistic pattern as well. Indeed, we expect there are many other factors that come into play as the size of the lexicon is scaled up and the conditions become closer to actual language-use: for example the bottlenecks of learning and memory; the influence of predictability in context; constraints of speech production; and the propagation of errors. There may be a role for random statistical processes to play as well. Future work should focus on how the pressures involved in this task interact with these and other factors, and especially on how the behaviour of individuals communicating
in a pair spreads outside this context to the level of an entire population.

5. Conclusions

Zipf’s proposal—that the inverse relationship between a word’s length and its frequency is a universal design feature of language—has been borne out repeatedly in observations of the world’s languages (Teahan et al., 2000; Sigurd et al., 2004; Strauss et al., 2007; Piantadosi et al., 2011; Ferrer-i-Cancho & Hernández-Fernández, 2013). The long-standing explanation for this phenomenon appeals to the idea that language users want to communicate as efficiently as possible. However, the critical link between this Principle of Least Effort and the emergence of an optimal lexicon has remained largely untested. Our study explored the hypothesis that the mechanisms operating in individual language users during online language production can result in the active restructuring of a lexicon. Our findings reveal that when pressures to communicate accurately and efficiently are both present and in conflict, language users exploit information in the input about the frequency of meanings to converge on an optimally-configured lexicon. When only one of these pressures is present, the effect does not emerge. This result provides evidence that the universal pattern Zipf observed can indeed arise through individual-level optimisation of form-meaning mappings. More generally, this method provides a model for future work showing how explanations of population-level properties of languages can be grounded in the moment-to-moment behaviours of individuals.
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